Fiat abarth usa

Climb aboard and meet the challenge. In the Abarth everything has been enhanced to exceed
expectations. Grab the steering wheel and put it to the test: performance in your hands. The
Abarth engine sound is pure enjoyment coupled with the Abarth dual exhaust in chromed steel
enhances the sound further. Full throttle and release the intense, powerful roar to your
followers, the noise typical of all Abarth. Every detail was born with performance in mind: new
lateral air intakes on the rear bumper bring increased air flow to the engine and to the
intercooler; the front rear bumper, the side skirts, the spoiler and the rear extractor contribute to
stick the car to the road. Relax, it is only the beginning. Performance and regularity of engine
delivery are increased, even in the case of more extreme racing tuning. Moreover, the new
sporting back diffusor is now personalisabile thanks to the new colour packs avaiable in three
colours: white, red and black. Leather steering wheel, dashboard fascia in body colour with new
satin chrome trim and sporty Abarth seats carefully finished, in true Abarth style, all elements
highlight the sportiness of your Abarth. Details make difference, and the sum of these details,
such as new satin chrome trim and the availability of a wide choice of body colors, including
pastel, metallic and tri-colour paints, makes unique. New sporty flat-bottom steering wheel with
racing-derived viewfinder. Customise the driving style with the newly designed "Scorpion
button"; inceasing maximum torque, adjusting calibration of the power steering and accelerator
pedal. Moreover, the TFT instrument panel switches to a racing configuration. Gearbox 5 speed
Manual. Exhaust Abarth chromed steel rear twin exhaust. Filter Standard Filter. Front:
Mac-Pherson suspension with anti roll-bar. Rear: Torsion beam with anti roll-bar. Rear:
telescopic. Lowered sports suspension. Emission standard Euro 6D Final. Abarth is the starting
model for those who want to enter into the world of Abarth. Choose the mode that make you
perform better. Enjoy the freedom of the road. Put the top down, select first gear and let the fun
begin. The Range, with electric soft top; enjoy an open air performance. Chassis Lowered
sports suspension. Kits and Accessories Abarth Racing. Follow on:. The Fiat Abarth is the
performance-based variation of the range, where a turbocharged and intercooled version of the
1. That being said, the Abarth still makes for a decent daily commuter, offering fun street-legal
go-kart-like driving dynamics in a two-door compact hatchback that exudes retro-Italian flair.
With its compact nature comes both advantages and disadvantages, the question is whether the
Abarth will offer more to the everyday driver, or the track-day enthusiast. The Abarth remains
relatively similar to its predecessor, major redesigns only occur every five years or so, with little
changes in-between. The model retains an identical MSRP to the previous year. The models
receive the Uconnect three, while some upgrades to the turbo component of the engine include
an Abarth-designed air intake system with high-flow air filter and smooth-flow plumbing to
maximize power. An Abarth-designed concentric dual-exhaust system creates a
high-performance aesthetic and delivers a corresponding sound, whilst minimizing exhaust
restriction for optimal engine operation. The Abarth is aesthetically designed for performance,
from the aggressive front ventilated grill to the performance spoiler and chrome dual-exhaust
tips at the rear. Everything in between includes bi-function halogen projector headlamps, fog
lamps, side sill ground effects, and inch cast aluminum black wheels with red painted calipers.
Staying true to its highly compact nature the Abarth is a mere With a wheelbase of The microcar
totals a curb-weight of 2, pounds making it marginally heavier than the standard Fiat variations
by about pounds. Its lightweight, small size dimensions, and tight turning circle give the Abarth
well-suited handling dynamics for inner-city driving, and excellent acceleration on highways.
The Abarth is a performance-oriented icon and is determined to match up to its looks. With a
track-tested 1. The optional six-speed transmission produces slightly less power at hp but ups
torque to lb-ft. All-wheel-drive is not available for the Abarth and no AWD variations are offered
by any of its class rivals, of which most offer more power, however. When pushed to the limit
the hot-hatch can reach a top speed of mph and if masterfully piloted can clear zero to sixty
miles in just under seven seconds, which is about identical to the performance specs of the
previous year model and its chief rival, the Ford Fiesta ST. The enhanced performance-tuned 1.
The available six-speed automatic transmission is especially not recommended for the Abarth,
as it takes away from the fun and performance feel of the car, while also dropping real power by
13 ponies. Otherwise, the gearbox is fine for the less performance prioritized individual not
looking to maximize capabilities on the track. With either the manual or automatic
transmissions the Abarth has more than ample passing power in the city streets as well as on
the highways. Acceleration from a standstill is energetic with the turbocharged engine
constantly providing enough power accurately with shift changes. Yet the performance
adjustments don't help much to avoid the turbo-lag experienced in both manual and automatic
models. The turbocharged engine is complemented by the performance-tuned dual exhaust
system, giving the Abarth a truly satisfying raucous roar both at idle and at speed. As can be
expected from a lightweight compact hatchback the Abarth excels at handling and

maneuverability in most driving situations. It's a nimble hatchback that can maneuver its way
through high traffic streets comfortably and fit into even the most difficult parking spots. At
both slow and higher speeds, the steering is somewhat communicative, giving decent road-feel
and feedback with ample weight, just enough to comfortably know the position of the car. The
inch wheels supply admirable grip and the brakes are tuned exceptionally with use through
turns, mitigating the 's inherent inclination to understeer at the limit. The Sport Mode, standard
on Fiat models, boosts performance up a notch with more precise steering and sharpened shift
points, making the Abarth a worthy track car on top of being a near perfected city-mobile.
Abarth also boasts three-mode Electronic Stability Control for further advanced control at the
limit. Through the sporty sounds, sensations, and responses that the turbo engine and
performance-tuned mechanics elicit, the Abarth is experienced as a truly fun, cheeky and
one-of-a-kind boutique vehicle. Unfortunately, the Abarth is not as fuel efficient as it should be
considering its minimal dimensions, moderately sized engine, and class as a subcompact
hatchback. The The performance-oriented appeal is carried through to the interior of the Abarth
too, with high-back bucket seats with racing harness pass-throughs and side bolsters, a
race-styled three-spoked perforated leather-wrapped flat-bottom steering wheel, and aluminum
sport-like pedals. Disappointingly, the use of subpar interior materials is carried through from
the standard models to the Abarth, with many hard-touch plastics and scrappy looking
infotainment setup. With the minuscule dimensions of the Abarth interior space is expectedly
limited but, pleasingly comfortable and occupant-oriented. Notably, the height along with the
low ground clearance creates chapel-like roominess throughout the cabin, with only the short
width of the hatchback exhibiting some cramped proportions inside. The two-door hatchback
seats a maximum of four occupants moderately comfortably. The front of the cabin presents
ample head and legroom for the driver and side-passenger, whereas legroom in the rear is
greatly limited, detrimentally so, depending on the positioning of the front seats. The driver-side
high-back bucket seat presents tangible performance benefits, keeping the driver positioned
effectively behind the steering wheel and pedals as well as allowing for optimal visibility,
however the seating position is high, so cornering at even moderate speeds tends to solicit the
feeling of falling over, with the seat base lacking enough support to counteract this. Both the
driver and side-passenger receive individual center arm-rests, a rarity in the compact hatchback
class. The high-back bucket seats are available in high-grip performance cloth with red
accented stitching as standard and incorporate a motorsports-inspired racing harness
pass-through. Premium leather-trimmed seats are available in black or red for an additional
cost. An Abarth-designed perforated leather-wrapped steering wheel is featured with the Abarth
badging, and the classic Fiat dashboard panel is gray in color as standard. Hard-touch plastic is
used for most of the interior including the dashboard and door panels which, along with the
chrome door handles and infotainment touchscreen, look and feel cheap. Large loads and long
family vacations weren't on the agenda when Fiat designed the Abarth, offering only the bare
minimum in function and practicality. The 9. Because of the limited trunk space, there is no
spare tire offered with Abarth. Cabin storage is minimal, with a reasonably spacious glovebox,
the door pockets are otherwise shallow and the front and rear cupholders cramped, and the
seatback map pockets are limited in use by the ghastly tight legroom presented in the rear row.
The Abarth features very basic infotainment and connectivity functionality, with no Apple
CarPlay or Android Auto available with the out-dated Uconnect three system. The five-inch
touchscreen display is hooked up to the rearview back-up camera. The media hub includes two
USB ports for device connectivity and charging, as well as an auxiliary input and integrated
voice command with Bluetooth, while another USB port can be found in the glovebox. Audio
and speed control buttons are features on the steering wheel for ergonomic use. The standard
Fiat sound system can be upgraded to a Beats premium sound system for a high-definition
experience. Fiat has been improving on the 's durability continuously since its inception, with
the model scoring three out of five in predicted reliability by J. Power, making it marginally more
reliable than its previous versions. So far, no complaints have been logged for the Abarth
model, and there have been no recalls over the period of the last three years, with the last
models subject to a recall being the year model s. Tests completed by the Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety scored the standard Fiat top scores of Good overall, with only the driver side
small overlap front test scoring poorly. No overall rating has been presented by the NHTSA,
with only the frontal crash and rollover resistance tests being performed, in which the scored
four out of five stars. The high-back bucket seats in the Abarth feature seatbelt pass-throughs
and bolsters which help keep the driver and passenger firmly positioned within the seats and
with good visibility. Another advanced safety feature includes the torque transfer control and
three-mode electronic stability control which improves steering and handling at the limits. Other
standard safety features are commonplace, comprising of electronic stability control, high beam

daytime running headlamps, hill start-assist, rearview back-up camera, rear park assist, and tire
specific pressure monitoring display. Depending on what you're looking for the Fiat Abarth
could be either a great car or completely otherwise. For the enthusiast that would like to own a
Fiat icon, the Abarth is just that, a charming little vehicle that pays homage to its former racing
life, ushering heritage and age-old character in the form of its modern self. It's a street-legal
go-cart, not a race-car, but begs to be pushed hard with its punchy turbocharged engine and an
exhaust note that'll leave you smiling, while still being a decent daily commuter. But,
considering its gravely limited interior space and minimal comfort the Abarth is no functional
class-leader or family appeaser. It's also not particularly accomplished when it comes to
handling and performance, thriving on the theater of noise and the amplified feeling of speed
rather than capability of such. Every moment behind the wheel leaves you smiling, but there are
hot hatches out there who provide more fun, greater capability, and more practicality. For those
after a true performance package, you'd be better off looking at the larger Ford Fiesta ST,
perhaps. The Fiat Abarth is a single standalone performance model, significantly unique
enough to separate it from the standard range. It comes well-equipped with overhauled
sport-tuned mechanics and Abarth-centric interior and exterior cues. The exterior is fitted with a
range of features including a performance spoiler, dual-exhaust system, and side sill ground
effects with the inner Abarth presenting performance-styled high-back bucket seats with racing
harness pass-throughs and side bolsters, and a sport-styled three-spoke perforated
leather-wrapped steering wheel, a five-inch touchscreen display with Uconnect three
infotainment system, a media hub with USB, auxiliary, and integrated voice command with
Bluetooth connectivity, rear backup camera, and rear park assist. The Abarth has access to a
range of packages aligned toward aesthetic customizations. Fiat offers the Abarth as a
standalone performance model, as it is, with no other trim options. So your decision will be
based on whether you'd appreciate owning a Fiat icon as an enthusiast or for the fun of the
drive - both of which the Abarth has in abundance over the standard offering. Either way, the
Fiat Abarth is a one-of-a-kind. The Fiesta ST also shares identical safety scores by the NHTSA
but does offer a little more safety features than the Abarth, such as the MyKey parental controls
which allows the owner to set driving parameters for secondary drivers. Compared to the
Abarth's mph in 6. With the four doors on the ST and larger trunk, the ST may present more
practicality than the Abarth, though comfort and ride quality remain similar. The Fiesta ST,
however, is a more complete driver's tool, punching way above its weight dynamically, which is
why we recommend it over the Abarth. The Mini Cooper S is more expensive than the Abarth
but does however deliver on value for that money increase. Where Mini Coopers have always
excelled is in the high standard of quality, which is carried throughout, from the interior features
to the performance specs. In comparison to the Abarth, the Mini Cooper offers superior interior
materials and quality standard infotainment tech. The larger 2. When it comes to deciding here,
a decision based on comfort will fall towards the Mini Cooper S, which also offers more trunk
and cargo space, whereas a decision based on driving fun and hot-hatchery performance will
highlight the Abarth as the choice that offers more for a better price. Check out some
informative Fiat Abarth video reviews below. Home Cars Fiat Fiat Abarth. Best Deals on Abarth.
See All Abarth For Sale. Subpar fuel efficiency Limited passenger and storage space Out-dated
tech features. Dimensions Staying true to its highly compact nature the Abarth is a mere Length
Wheelbase Height Max Width Front Width Rear Width Engine and Transmission The enhanced
performance-tuned 1. Handling and Driving Impressions As can be expected from a lightweight
compact hatchback the Abarth excels at handling and maneuverability in most driving
situations. Fuel Tank Capacity. Fuel Economy. Seating and Interior Space The two-door
hatchback seats a maximum of four occupants moderately comfortably. Seating capacity. Front
Leg Room Front Head Room Rear Leg Room Rear Head Room Interior Colors and Materials The
high-back bucket seats are available in high-grip performance cloth with red accented stitching
as standard and incorporate a motorsports-inspired racing harness pass-through. Maximum
Cargo Space. Infotainment The Abarth features very basic infotainment and connectivity
functionality, with no Apple CarPlay or Android Auto available with the out-dated Uconnect
three system. Key Safety Features The high-back bucket seats in the Abarth feature seatbelt
pass-throughs and bolsters which help keep the driver and passenger firmly positioned within
the seats and with good visibility. Additional Packages The Abarth has access to a range of
packages aligned toward aesthetic customizations. Check out other Fiat Styles. Fiat Abarth
Popular Comparisons. Fiat Abarth News. Special Editions. Smart Buy. Ford Fiesta ST Vs. It's the
battle of the discontinued hot hatches. Now Buzzing. Change Style: Abarth c c Abarth e. Change
Year: Fiat Abarth For Sale. Fiat Hatchbacks. Fiat Sports Cars. Fiat Small Cars. Login Sign Up.
Popular Tags. By Make. By Car Type. By Price. Front-Wheel Drive. Ford Fiesta ST. Mini Cooper
Hardtop. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been

flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Overall Rating. Track Price Check Availability. By
Rating. Overall 5. The interior and exterior of the car are beautiful, and the scorpion details on
the Abarth model make the car unique. The driving experience is very smooth, despite the car's
size, although I will say for a car so small I would expect the turn radius to be better. That being
said, driving this car is wicked fun. The engine makes a healthy 'vroom' that's very satisfying
from one's first car purchase, and personally, it's become the envy of all my friends, male and
female. Everyone loves borrowing my car. It has lived up to all the expectations I had from my
first ever visit to the dealership. I feel cool driving this car. The car is a great starter car for a
college student or younger person without children to transport or a lot of stuff to carry around.
I drove this car all around the back country roads of my town and it had no problem on windy
roads. Also, I come from a fairly affluent town and this car can hold its own against many of the
sports cars in the area. It looks and sounds just as cool. The car is beautiful and compact,
which makes it easy to get around and means I won't be asked for rides all the time from
friends. I love the design of the interior, the comfortable handrails for the front seats, and for a
small car, the back seat is especially spacious. Often with two-door vehicles can be hard to get
into the back seat, but there is a nifty pull down handle that makes it easy to access. The turn
radius is pretty poor for a smaller car, and it is very loud in the mornings when it starts up.
There's no main clock in the center console so unless you're driving there's no way to tell the
time. Used FIAT c. Used FIAT e. Its logo is a shield with a stylized scorpion on a yellow and red
background. Carlo Abarth was sporting director of the Cisitalia factory racing team starting in
The following year the manufacturer folded, and founder Piero Dusio flew to Argentina. From
the Cisitalia liquidation Abarth obtained five sports cars two complete Spiders and three
unfinished , a D46 single seater and various spares. Notably Tazio Nuvolari made his last
appearance in racing at the wheel of an Abarth A, winning its class in the Palermoâ€”Monte
Pellegrino hillclimb on 10 April On 9 April the company's headquarters were moved to Turin ; [7]
Abarth began his well-known association with Fiat in , when it built the Abarth Biposto on Fiat
mechanicals. In the s, Abarth was successful in hillclimbing and sports car racing , mainly in
classes from cc to cc, competing with Porsche and Ferrari Dino. Abarth promised Johann Abt
that he could race a factory car free if he won all the races he entered. Abarth produced
high-performance exhaust pipes, diversifying into tuning kits for road vehicles, mainly for Fiat.
A racing exhaust was produced for the s Lambretta models "D" and "LD". Original Abarth LD
exhausts are now valuable collectors' items. Reproductions are available which carry the
Abarth name, how Fiat feels about this is not known. Lambretta even held several cc motorcycle
land speed records during the s thanks partly to the exhaust that Abarth developed for them.
Abarth also helped build sports or racing cars with Porsche [14] and Simca. Carlo sold Abarth
to Fiat on 31 July Some commercial models built by Fiat or its subsidiaries Lancia and
Autobianchi were co-branded Abarth, including the Autobianchi A Abarth , a lightweight and
inexpensive " boy racer ". A Abarth was introduced with a 58HP engine, soon followed by a
70HP one, and a specific "A Abarth trophy" was run from to The brand is based in the Officine
83, part of the old Mirafiori engineering plant. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected
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Abarth: le corse. Abarth: l'uomo e le sue auto; Fiorenzuola d'Arda , 9 May Associazione Italiana
per la Storia dell'Automobile. Archived from the original PDF on 13 February Carlo Abarth - Il
compendio di una vita per le auto e le corse. Retrieved 28 May Stampa Sera. Retrieved 12
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Wikimedia Commons. Subsidiary S. Carlo Abarth. Turin , Italy [1] : EMEA [1] : City car 3-door
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ITA 7. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Abarth vehicles. City car. Panda I. Panda II.
Panda III. Punto I. Punto II. Grande Punto. Compact car. Bravo II. Mid-size car. Croma I. Croma II.
Ritmo Cabrio. Punto Cabrio. Abarth Spider. Sports car. Fiorino I. Fiorino II. Mini CUV. Mini MPV.
Compact MPV. Large MPV. Ulysse I. Ulysse II. Scudo I. Ducato I. Ducato II. Ducato III. Mini
pickup. Campagnola The tiny goes from pipsqueak to badass as the hot-rod Abarth , the heart
of which is a raucous hp turbocharged four-cylinder. A coupe or sliding-canvas soft top are
both available, though in open-air form it can get a little pricey. Still, the Abarth is a special car
with a ton of charisma. A five-speed manual is standard; a six-speed automatic is optional. The
exhaust note is addictive, and a lowered suspension gives the Abarth handling as feisty as its
styling. When we tested a convertible model with the automatic transmission in , it zipped to 60
mph in 6. Handling is sharp and sporty but the ride is downright punishing on broken stretches
of pavement. With an interior that's tight for two and a real pinch for three or four, the Abarth
shouldn't be the choice for those with a need to haul passengers; those who do should look at
the Volkswagen Golf GTI or the Honda Civic Si. The driving position won't suit everyone and the
steering wheel adjusts for tilt but doesn't telescope. Sitting atop the range means that the
Abarth comes standard with a lot of equipment, including a 5. Automatic climate control, heated
front seats, SiriusXM satellite radio, leather upholstery, in-dash navigation, and a sunroof are all
optional features. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Drew
Dorian. Read More About the Abarth. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Fiat.
Skip to main content of over 2, results for "fiat abarth accessories". Skip to main search results.
Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. Amazon
Global Store. International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it
to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. FREE Shipping. Only 1 left in
stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb Only 20 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon
as Fri, Feb Only 5 left in stock more on the way. In stock on March 2, Only 4 left in stock - order
soon. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Only 13 left in stock - order
soon. N
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